
Friday, April 17, 2020 

The atmosphere at Anna Jaques is different, there’s no denying that. As we keep our distance, walk the quiet 
halls, talk through face masks, and await the surge of COVID-19 patients, feelings of anxiety are mounting 
across the organization. 

Yet, so too is an increasing sense of pride, purpose and togetherness. The continued outpouring of community 
support has also brought so much positivity – from bouquets of tulips, to delicious meals, thank you notes and 
lawn signs popping up around the neighborhood – making us feel appreciated and even, celebrated. In many 
ways, as an organization and community, we’ve never been closer. 

While some areas of the state and other BILH hospitals are already experiencing a surge, our region’s efforts 
to flatten the curve have resulted in relatively low COVID numbers to date. But we continue to stand ready. 
After weeks of preparation and teamwork, we opened a second ICU in the APR. Adapting to the ever-changing 
needs of our patients is a hallmark of our culture. 

In fact, our staff, departments, and medical staff are collaborating more than ever before in innovative, 
thoughtful ways to meet the challenges we face with COVID-19:  

• Acquiring critical equipment: Whittier Health Network delivered two ventilators that could be used at the
hospital if/when we experience a surge of patients locally. We are deeply appreciative of the generosity
offered by Alfred Arcidi, SVP of Whittier Health Network, and Leo Curtin, Director at Whittier Health, in helping
us with critical equipment during this pandemic.

• Boosting our spirits: Community support has been lifting our spirits with special treats and positive words -
like the Aid Association providing 330 pizzas from Otto, Village Pizza and Dominos to take home; website
partner, Imarc, sponsoring to-go pasta dinners from Ceia; Carry Out Café and Port City donating sandwiches.
Supportive notes from students are flooding in from the Newburyport Education Foundation (NEF) Cares
Campaign. Our own teammates are treating us - like John DeCosta (Central Sterile) and Debbie Bowman
donating 1,000 hand creams for staff and Alma Grady (HIM) and husband, Jack, providing complimentary
coffee all day today.

• Specialty equipment: Dr. Steven Mattheos, orthopedic surgeon with Sports Medicine North, secured a rare
donation of specialty aerosol boxes, designed by his brother-in-law, to add a protective barrier enclosure for
clinicians during endotracheal intubation. We are so grateful to be one of the hospitals to receive these boxes
which are in limited supply nationwide.

• Adapting to support patients & families: Birth Center nurses Cristin Sullivan and Molly Hogan helped a
family create a unique memory in light of the no visitor policy to “introduce” their newborn son to their
daughter and parents from afar as they blew kisses through a second floor window.

• Sharing expertise: For the OR and PACU, donning and doffing full PPE is second nature. With elective
surgeries suspended, these staff members have volunteered their expertise and time as “PPE Coaches” to
train other units on safe PPE protocols (visit AJH YouTube Channel for a video tutorial from the PPE
Coaches).

• Producing in-house supplies: When our supply of cleaning wipes was low, Materials Management and
Housekeeping collaborated to make a version of their own in-house wipes so that we could continue to
disinfect the hospital.



Thank you for coming to work each day with an unwavering dedication to your patients and each other. 

Mark Goldstein 

President 

Community Kudos 

Thank you to the local healthcare heroes at Anna Jaques. We cannot thank you enough for all you do 
for this community day in and day out! As members of the community, we have looked to you to care 
for our parents, our children, and our friends. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for the hard 
work and dedication you all have put in, not just during this situation, but every day that you work. All 
the best! 

- Nick Grant, CEO, Imarc

Colleague-to-Colleague Kudos & Thanks 

Like everyone, the 2North team was stressed about the many ‘what-ifs’ with COVID-19. When faced 
with the reality, they swiftly put fear and anxiety aside and transitioned right into super problem 
solving mode as a team. They continue to follow protocols to perfection and do what they always do 
– provide the best care possible to their patients and each other. Just when I think I know how good
they are…they up the bar.

- Moe Jewell, Director, Psychiatric Services

I’d like to share my appreciation for all the things being done for us these days, such as lunch,  
coffee, hand lotion, etc. It’s very thoughtful at a time when you have a lot of other things to think 
about. Thank you. 

- Sue Baumert, Access Coordinator

I just want to pass along the appreciation expressed by everyone in my department regarding the 
‘treats’ we’ve received. The comments were all so positive, thanking not only the Foundation for 
bringing treats over and organizing everything, but also thankful to the gracious people who 
donated it all! While some things may have changed – it is more than obvious that kindness and 
generosity are alive and well. 

- Nancy Ross, Supervisor, Patient Accounts


